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Nanotechnology 

The term nanotechnology in the simplest and most basic sense refers to the portion of 

technology or development of human spheres that is concerned with the alterations and the 

tolerance of individual or specific atoms and molecules. Empirical evidence and data stipulates 

that one K. Eric Drexler was one of the first people in the world to realize and appreciate this 

great prospect. It is important to note and record that the basic implication and line of thought 

was that the machines-which would measure a few nanometers- which means that it very small 

or infinite small in the average human scale and measurement (Drexler, 9).  These machines 

would come in the forms of robots arms, computers and motors that would measure lesser than a 

cell in the comparative scale. The initial intention was to create an aid to the human being where 

the workload is reduced in terms of the operation and production costs that people or the society 

as a whole incurs.  

This is to say that the invention of nanotechnology in its entirety may have been a noble 

project with good intentions on how to aid the human society. This comes in the wake of the fact 

that nanotechnology could be used in artificial intelligence which would aid in the functioning of 

the human society. On the same scale and line of thought, there are schools of thought that 
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support while others oppose the embrace of the nanotechnology as a part of the human life. This 

is to say that the construction of the ideal human society would be made extinct if 

nanotechnology is embraced into the human system and society in totally. Thus, this paper would 

focus in great details and principle on the premise and argument that nanotechnology presents a 

threat to the very existence and presence of the ideal society.  

 It is important and imperative to note and mention that the ideal human society consists 

of a society of human beings where compassion and care for one another is the norm and the 

irreducible minimum. The ideal society of human beings is one where the civil liberties and 

rights of human beings are respected. It would also imply that the rule of law takes pre-

eminence. In the economic sense and aspect, an ideal society would also imply one where men 

and women are engaged in meaningful and gainful employment where their labor and effort is 

equal to the returns that they make in form of salaries and wages. This is to say that the 

entrepreneurs and the business community would only engage in fair practice towards their 

fellow men in the name of employees or other business associates.  

Thus, before undertaking any action such as lying off the employees, it is assumed that 

members of the ideal society in the name of business owners and entrepreneurs would consider 

the predicament they would be putting them to. For instance, if an entrepreneur would wish to 

increase the profit portfolio by employing nanotechnology, then he or she would have to first and 

foremost consider the welfare of the real employees before undertaking any action henceforth 

(Beck, 42). At the very minimum, the ideal society is supposed to be interlinked to future and 

subsequent generations or posterity. Such that all the good practices and ideals are shared from 

one generation to the next one while the retrogressive and barbaric ones are condemned and 

abandoned so that they do not reach subsequent or successive generations 
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  There are fears to the negative extent to which the presence, nature and the very 

character of the nanotechnology may affect the ideal society of human community. Firstly is the 

concept and aspect of lack of control where the nanotechnology as a form of technological and 

technical progress. Some observers have likened the advancements to deadly, lethal or dangerous 

weapons in the hand of a child. This likening is an analogy with symbolic meaning to the effect 

that nanotechnology because is into in formative stages, may spiral out of control. This implies 

that the human society many not be in a position or have the capacity to regulate the 

consequence (Stix, 29).  

From definition, an ideal society is one which is able to control its present affairs and all 

the aspects of life, including technology and any possible ramifications. This is to say that an 

ideal society must be able to anticipate with exact and accurate precision all the possible 

outcomes of human advancements. Thus, the very prospect and chance that nanotechnology may 

erode the certainty of human control in the society surely justifies the claim that nanotechnology 

threatens ideal society. 

 A practical case and example is the suggested fusion between biology and engineering. 

At the face value and outlook, there are innumerable benefits, however, little is known in terms 

of adverse effects if the boundaries and the limits of human anatomy or biology in principle are 

manipulated or pushed beyond the safety limits. There is also the possible fear because little is 

known when machine intelligence or artificial, man-made is left to freely interact with the 

external human world (Sargent, 49). All these represent a scenario and a case in point which 

contravenes the very nature and line of an ideal human society. 

 Subsequently, there is the prospect and assumption that the inventions and modifications 

of nanotechnology may bring with it unintended consequences. Given the fact that 
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nanotechnology in its basic nature and aspect relates to dealing with infinite small mechanics and 

dynamics, there is always a possibility and a prospect that something else may come up during 

the modifications and developments (Keiper, 31). As much as there are noble and god intentions, 

during the trial stages, the modifications of dismantling genetics may rebuild them in another 

form which may prove to be harmful not only to the human society but the external environment 

at large.  

An ideal society on the contrary represents a situation where the human race and 

population is at peace with itself, with technology and the natural external environment. This 

implies that the extremities of the things within the ecosystem of humanity are within speculation 

range and zones. Thus, the prospects of a study or a modification such as nanotechnology going 

profound wrong ought not to suffice altogether. As a matter of principle and fact, the ideal 

society stipulates that human beings base their time, attention, focus and energy on the best 

proved and known technologies notwithstanding the study and inventions of newer technologies. 

 Similarly, there is the possibility that the full embrace of nanotechnology would lead to a 

chain reaction where the natural abilities and creativities of the human minds would be 

exchanged and sacrificed for the nano-machines and nanotechnology by extension. This is to 

imply that once the first generation of nanotechnology hits the human market and is approved as 

fit for human consumption or general public use, then deliberate efforts would be made to 

increase the current crop of nanotechnologies. 

 It goes without saying that once the modifications and improvements begin, there is no 

limit or point which it can be said that the nanotechnologies would be stopped.  This is to say 

that in areas for instance where the human effort and creativity was being used in the real and 

actual sense is replaced by nanotechnology; there is no chance that the improvements on how to 
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make the nanotechnology more effective would ever suffice. In the same line and breadth, it 

would be as though, the human society would have been enslaved to the happenings and changes 

in the technological world. Thus, each and every year, attempts and efforts would be made to see 

to it that the nanotechnology is more efficient and better. This is an obvious contravention on the 

mode and conduct of the ideal society in the realest and truest meaning of the term.  

It would be as though, man lives to nanotechnology, because the amount of time and 

resources that he or she would devote to the modifications and improvements of the 

nanotechnology would be higher than the time the nanotechnology would serve humanity. Thus, 

humanity would strive to serve the nanotechnology by trying to make it better rather than the 

nanotechnology to serve human beings and humanity in general. 

  Technological observers and societal analysts have pegged the issue that the society in 

this current dispensation and meaning is dependent on technological rumors and advancements 

in the field of nanotechnology. In fact, people are so responsive and accommodative to the 

happenings thereof, without taking the time to understand the real implications. Rumors about 

the abilities and the merits of nanotechnology have already hit the market and the world in 

general even before the actual thing is certified on the same. If this trend continues, then the 

question where rigor and reason are the benchmarks of appreciation would be forgotten. 

 Instead, people would forfeit and deliberately ignore the adverse effects that anything 

says nanotechnology would present to the society in the form of a threat (Forrest, 11). The 

hypothesized ideal society on the other hand demands that all the things in the human society are 

subjected to reason and test of rigorous proof before they are accepted or rejected on either 

suitable basis as deemed fit. 
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 Conclusively, the above paper has articulated in great length and details, the reasons as to 

why nanotechnology may benefit the ideal society as outlined above. In all aspects and fairness, 

it is irreducible on the question and aspect of the benefits that nanotechnology presents to the real 

human society (Joy, 23). There are also threats and adverse effects that it would cause such as 

loss and subsequent reduction of the power of creativity and natural abilities of the human beings 

since humans would rely on nanotechnology for most things. The ideal society on the other hand 

would postulate an environment where the human skills and natural abilities are brought to the 

front to work for the good and benefit of humanity. Similarly, there is the question of fear of 

control because so far, little concrete effort has been put forth on the safety of nanotechnology 

relative to the human life or the natural environment. 
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